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When Kate finally meets her best friend's famous boss, Harper, she can see why Jess has been

gushing about her.She's confident, charismatic and stunning.The only thing is Harper doesn't do

relationships and Kate doesn't do one night stands...Or could she?Just this one time.Kate knows

she can't fall for Harper but that doesn't mean she can stop it from happening.Do these two have a

chance?After all, they say opposites attract.18+ Mature AudiencesRead for free with Kindle

Unlimited
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So i saw this book on one of my Goodreads friends account and figured since it's free on kindle why

not give it a read. The story is pretty simple...one night stand possible turns into something more.

Harper, a real estate queen, has swore off relationships. Kate, hippie photographer, wants a

relationship. The two meet at Jess's (Kate's friend/Harper's assistant) birthday party. Not a new plot

but always a good one.Now the story takes place over a year which is nice that given the name, it is

a slow falling between the MC. I felt though that story was bare bones...almost outlined.The



beginning started off well...we feel the chemistry and the table is set. Then when time stats moving

we lose that connection a bit...lose a bit of the drama that was easily set up. For instance the

posting of Kate's video of Harper without her permission...Harper revealing her live on the

streets...Taylor coming back. Also, wish we could see more of the relationship type Kate claims to

be...she never got in one or dated in that year outside of Harper.I think I'm rambling but new

author's ask opinions and if they do read it, hopefully it helps. Regardless of all that, I did enjoy the

book enough and I will read future works. Not a bad read especially if you're inbetween books or

short on your kindle fund.

But I think the story was a bit too predictable. I enjoy reading scenes with lesbian sex, but I think Ms.

Conway relied to much on the sex scenes in lieu of developing the story more fully.Also, Ms.

Conway is in dire need of a good editor. There are glaring typos and grammatical errors that a

proofreader or editor could have easily corrected.

Great start for your debut!Interesting storyline about real estate and photography. They compliment

each other; it takes one picture to describe a 1,000 words.Although I liked Harper and Kate's story,

wish there was more of a tease, maybe foreplay; before actually falling into bed after meeting each

other for the first time fifteen minutes later.Catching each other's eye across the room but not able

to hook up right away. Build or layer the story. Tease not only the characters but also your

audience, us.Not saying that this works for everyone but I hope maybe to read in future books about

children and animals. They do and say the darnest things; and that makes awkward moments

funny. Some times too while our lives are falling apart, learning to laugh again helps us live.Just a

couple of wording and spelling typos but overall an awesome job!! Hope all the best for you.

For a first book Laura should be very proud of her accomplishment her characters are believable

and likeable. The story flowed well and had just enough angst to keep you interested. The

characters showed maturity with no whining of oh poor me "how could she" then running away a

half dozen times. I look forward to her next book.Great job.

Katie and Harper meet at a birthday meeting and had a fling. Harper is Katie's best friend and

roommate boss and she doesn't do relationships anymore after a bad breakup. Katie is a hipster

tattooed photographer and doesn't believe on one night stands until she met Harper. It's a very

good story I'm sure you'll enjoy. I recommend it!!!!



I enjoyed the story and the character development. I would like to see another book about what

happens next. what do you think?

If you love Romance this novel is perfect. Terrific story from a newly published author. Try it, you'll

like it.

This was a really quick read but it was also a really great story. I liked the characters and writing

style.
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